
PROIECT

CURVE
TRACER
Display the dynamic characteristics of a variety of semi conductor devices with
out curve tracer. Design by J. H. Adams.

THE CURVES INVOLVED in this
design are not unfortunately those of
the Bardots and Welchs of this world
but curves that, to some, are just as
interesting. The design will allow the
dynamic voltage -current
characteristics of diodes and
transistors to be displayed on the
screen of a DC 'scope capable of
taking an external X input.

The performance of the unit will
not be up to that of a commercial
machine but considering such
commercial designs are priced in the
thousand pound range while our
design could be built for around five
pounds, we're not doing too badly.

View of the internal layout of the prototype version

Construction of the curve tracer is
straightforward. Mount all the
components on the PCB according to
the overlay. The interal layout of
our prototype is shown in the
photographs. The unit is mains
powered and a battery supply is not
suitab'e for this circuit.

Initially try the curve tracer with a
high gain nrn transistor, a BC108
will be ideal. Connect it to one of the
tracer's sockets and connect the unit
to the 'scope. Set the Y gain on the
'scope at maximum and set up the
maximum required level of collector
voltage by adjusting RV1. RV2 will
control the number of steps
displayed on the screen. The X
sensitivity of the 'scope should be 1V
per division.

The performance of the unit is
degraded by the slight drop in the DC
potential on C1 during the 10mS
sweep and the slight effect of the
100R sampling resistor, in that its
volt drop is included in the observed
collector potential. However as
stated above the unit will give a good
indication of the dynamic
performance of a wide range of
semiconductor devices (as the
photograph shows) at a price that is a
fraction of similar commercial
equipment.
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NOTE
01 IS BFY50
Q2 IS 2N3904
PUT1 IS 2N6027
D1 IS 1N4001
D2,3 ARE 1N4148

Fig.1 full circuit diagram of the curve
tracer.
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The principles of the full circuit can perhaps
be best explained by consideration of a
simpler form of the circuit. Figs. 2 and 3 show
circuits for investigating the dynamic cha-
racteristics of a diode and transistor (at fixed
base current) respectively.

The 'diode circuit' will, unless an inverter is
available, produce a trace that will appear
upside down.

Operation of this circuit is quite straight
forward. RV1 allows the peak value of the AC
supply to be adjusted. This is then applied to
the device under test via a current limiting
resistor as well as to the X input of the 'scope.
The current flow in the device at any time is
proportional to the voltage developed across
a low value sampling resistor in the current
path. This voltage is fed to the Y input of the
scope.

The simple transistor tester functions in
much the same way. RV1 allows the base
current to be adjusted within the range 10aA
to 100aA.

The characteristics of an N -Channel FET
(2N3819) may also be examined with this
basic building block. The output characteris-
tics are displayed for a gate voltage selected
by RV1. Transfer characteristics (gate vol-
tage vs. Drain Current) may be shown by
transferring lead X to the gate terminal and
mining the 1000AF capacitor to the 15V
supply (observing the change in polarity).

Moving now to the full circuit of Fig 1 that
allows a far more informative display pro-
viding, as it does, simultaneous displays of
the characteristic curves for several equally
spaced values of base current.

The circuit operates as follows. Every 10
ms the collector supply swings up and back
over a half cycle of the full -wave rectified
supply. At the end of each half cycle, there is
a short period during which the supply
potential is below about 0.6 V, and during this
time, Q3 turns off, sending a pulse from its
collector into the charge store Cl C2 D3 D2.
Each pulse increases the potential in Cl by
approximately 0.2 V. This would go on until
the potential on CI was 20 V were it not for
Q2, the little known and much mis-described
programmable unijunction transistor, PUT.
This device is the semiconductor version of a
neon lamp, insulating up to a certain p.d. and
conductiong heavily at potentials above this
breakdown value, but with the added advan-
tage in that, through a third terminal, this
breakdown potential is programmable over
quite a wide range. Varying this control
potential through the setting of VR2 sets the

01
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10k

HOW IT WORKS

R5
1k

Q2

R6
4k7

C3
1000u

number of steps that will occur before the
potential on Cl is great enough to make Q2
fire, reducing the capacitor's potential to
approximately 0.6 V and so re -starting the
sweep sequence.

The tracer can hardly be expected to
match all the performance of a commercial
curve tracer, the prices of which range into
thousands of pounds. There are errors, due to
the slight droop in d.c. potential on Cl, and
hence in base current, during the 10ms
sweep, and due to the slight effect of the 100R
sampling resistor, in that its volt drop is
included in the observed collector potential,
but as can be seen, these are quite in-
significant as regards the final display. The
only problem which may arise is the appea-
rance of Radio 4 on the current axis (seen as a
thickening of the trace). This is easily cured
by placing a 10n disc capacitor across the
actual Y -inputs of the oscilloscope.

A suitable transistor for the device under
test is any reasonably high gain npn transis-
tor, e.g. BC108. VR1 controls the maximum
collector voltage, whilst VR2 sets the number
of sweeps displayed. With the values given,
the difference in base current between one
step and the next is approximately given by:

1

5R
A, where R is in megohms.

6V AC
UNEARTHED
SUPPLY

Fig.2 simple diode tester

6V DC
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15V DC
UNSMOOTHED
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1011 FULL -WAVE
RECTIFIED

Fig.3 fixed current transistor tester
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Fig.4 circuit for investigating FET transfer
characteristics.
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PROJECT: Curve Tracer

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

CAPACITORS
Cl
C2
C3

10k
100R
220k
470k
1k0
4k 7

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1
Q2
PUT1
D1
D2,3
BR1

5u0 25 V electrolytic
47n polyester
1 000 25 V elec-
trolytic

BFY50
2N3904
2N6027
1N4001
1N4148
0.9A 400V

POTENTIOMETERS
RV1 2k5 1in
RV2 50k lin

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB as pattern, case to suit, sockets,
knobs, cable, etc.

BUYLINES
The components used in this project to cause problems is the PUT, but this
should in the main, be generally should be available from the larger
available - the only component likely mail order outlets.
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IBEFI.SYSTEMS
32 Manville Drive, Coventry CV2 2H5

Only

£18.20
Inc P&P

CA-08AL Ala
Case E8.95 Adaptor E3 75

We ar reps govt company per, trr .t orders on all goods

KRAMER & CO
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THE SINCLAIR PDM35
digital Multimeter

Now a digital diuW V
meter at an analogue
price and look at the
spec,
D.C. VOLTS 1 mv-
1000v(1% - 1 count)
1 Ornf) input.
A.C. VOLTS 1v -500v
40H2-5kH7 (1% + 2
counts)
D.C. CURRENT
1 in4-200m4 (1%
count)
RESISTANCE 10.
2000() ( 1 5% + 1
count)

£29.80 cash with order or E30 95 company
purchase order.

Adaptor 53.20 Padded case 53.20 30kV probe
E18 64

THE SINCLAIR MICROVISION
The amazing pocket T V that will
pick up programs throughout the
world, complete with rechargeable
batteries

£189.96 itic VAT
Sae for detailed Brochure ea -stock)

SINCLAIR DM235
Portable 3V: digit 6 function
Multimeter.

DC volts 1mV to 1000V
AC oohs tmv to 750V
AC & DC current la A to 14
Resistance 10 to 70000
Diode test 0 1,4 to 1 inA

Cash with order 10m0 input. DC ace 1 0% AC
acc 1 5% 30Hr- 101411:

£52.80 VAT or E53 70 on company purchase order

PORTABLE ALARM CLOCK
 Battery operated
 Quart:crystal accuracy
 Back light
 Simple to set
 Electric Alarm
 Snooze button
 Colour Rrnwn

Fier,

W. will match any lower advertised pric on  csh with
order besis it competitor hes goods in mock

9 October Place Holders Hill Road. London NW 14 1 EJ
Tele. 888941 Attn. Kramer K7. Tel. 01-203 2473

Mail order only SAE I, data sheets Export enqtpries welcome

VR2
VR1
AC IN

AC IN

VR1 WIPER
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GROUND
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ETCH RESIST TRANSFER
KIT SIZE 1:1
Complete kit 13 sheets 6in x 4Y2in
£2.50 with all symbols for direct
application to P.C. board. Individual
sheets 25p each. (1) Mixed Symbols (2)
Lines 0.05 (3) Pads (4) Fish Plates and
Connectors (5) 4 Lead and 3 Lead and
Pads (6) DILS (7) BENDS 90 and 130
(8) 8-10-12 T.0.5. Cans (9) Edge
Connectors 0.15 (10) Edge Connectors
0.1 (11) Lines 0.02 (12) Bends 0.02 (13)
Quad in Line.

FRONT AND REAR PANEL
TRANSFER SIGNS
All standard symbols and wording. Over
250 symbols, signs and words. Also
available in reverse for perspex, etc.
Choice of colours, red, blue, black, or
white. Size of sheet 12in x 9in. Price £1.

GRAPHIC TRANSFERS
WITH SPACER
ACCESSORIES
Available also in reverse lettering, colours
red, blue, black or white. Each sheet
12in. x 9in contains capitals, lower case
and numerals Vain kit or V4in kit. £1
complete. State size.

All orders dispatched promptly.
All post and VAT paid

Ex U.K. add 50p for air mail
Shop and Trade enquiries welcome

Special Transfers made to order

E. R. NICHOLLS
P.C.B. TRANSFERS

Dept. HE/1
46 LOWFIELD ROAD

STOCKPORT, CHES.061-480 2179
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